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Eso blood and sacred words

Wondering north of Rossgar, I came across a rather unhappy companion at the gates of The Fharun Keep in need of some assistance. Listen, start! listen, be faithful! the path you have to walk is never easy, but if you cross in a correct and pious way, it will lead to the author of the embrace of the code - the faithful path to unlock the
shrine of Maracas needed the next step to collect the blood of the archivisist and place the blood offering in the main keep brege. Navigate the prayer room, observing the door with a lit candle on the left side of the door. There are 4 rooms. At the Hall of Faith, climb a well and the trust that maracas will catch you. Get words at the altar of
Maracas at the expense of the Guardian. To complete the quest, return to the residential area east of Orsinium. Edit Share Do you really want to help find the sacred words of Maracas? - So let us talk because you can't find a way on your own. - Azraat [src] Azraat is an Orsimaa member of Agra Krung. He has been found in his base in
Farung. Interaction [Edit | Edit Source] Blood and Sacred Words [Edit | Edit Source] [?] Dialog [Edit | Edit Source] Blood and Sacred Words Outsider, you honor Maracas with your actions. I, too, serve the furious, and as an instrument of his vengeance, I swear that the death of the archabist will not be answered. But I think you have a
different purpose in all of this. And who exactly are you? The Maracas faithful need guardians, especially in difficult and violent times. I am one of the dead agents of maracas and one of Agra Crumb. You will say blood shield with a common tongue. Do you have the blood of an archivisist? I had very little time to prepare and now I still
don't have much time. You can't delay the revenge of Maracas. But I can give you this book. It describes the path you have to walk. We did not intend this path, but we must walk in the same way. Where do you start? The base defends. The shrine to Maracas is hidden in the place of true power of our prince, but waiting inside. Your will
and faith must reveal the way, but blood holds the key. And will this book help me? As well as those who sought refuge in the Hall of the True Servants of Maracas, began using it to gain entry to the old order. It will guide you, but like a furious person, it will not lead you by hand. It must work to succeed. Come on, go. Tell us more about
Agra Krung. Blood shields? Most of the time, we are shadows. But for a precious few, we are beacons of light. As the furious charged you, take back the sacred words before Vosz Lark destroys them. I have my own job. Later, if you like, we can talk more. Go. The shrine is waiting for you in the base keep. At the shrine ofYou've done
well, outsider. Not only was we able to find this sanctuary, but it proved worthy of taking up sacred words. Maracas is very much favored. Why doesn't the keeper die? Maracas always demands a display of sacrifice, loyalty and commitment, but the choice was yours. But rest assured. The keeper knew his role and believed in its taste. And
what about your work? The archabist was avenge, and maracas's wrath sat down. For the moment. The rest of Vosh Rakh immediately notices their shrinking number and departs Farung. Until then, I will remain to defend the sanctuary while you safely get the sacred word. Where should I take the scroll? The Agra Clan is all around,
hiding in plain sight. At Orsinium, for example, we wait for one of the most powerful in our order. Take a scroll to Kroma but protect it until you reach her. The trinimac cult hopes to destroy the truth at all costs. Orsinium is a big place. Where can I find chroma? Go to a residential area and find a house where the maracas light shines.
Follow the light. It will lead you to chroma. Give her a scroll containing sacred words, and only to her. Now Maracas will protect you. If you let her speak again, he said, When I see her, I'll recognize Chroma. She's really loved by maracas and hard to miss. You can see that the scroll is safely hidden in a new location. The sooner you
deliver the scrolls, the sooner the danger will pass. Shouldn't you take the word? Impossible. Like I said before, I'm an Agra Krung person. Blood shields serve maracas in our own way, but our hands should never touch sacred words. This is why you were needed. This is why I had to pass the test. How do you become Agra Krung?
People don't become Agra Krung. One is, or not. I was raised by faith and trained since I was born to complete the work maracas wanted me to do. It's not the way you've ever walked, but today you're putting yourself on the path of equal glory. What does Maracas want from me? It's not a place to know. Furious One often chooses a
champion of considerable gifts and determination to function as his avenger. He noticed you. Perhaps you won't really know until you find yourself at his feet in the ashpit. Azrad, what are you doing now? The sacred word must be moved as often as before, but this shrine is still ancient and sacred. It must be purified and protected. A new
keeper must be appointed. I'll see it. Your job is on the road to orsinium. Travel Safely Appearance [Edit | Editorial Source] Elder Scrolls Online: Orsinium * Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links and at no additional cost to customers, Fandom earns commissions when you click to buy. Community content is available under
CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. EditBlood and Sacred Words is a quest available to start at the Base of Farung. Background [Edit | Edit Source] Vosh Rakh.. They attacked our base, crying for our blood in the name of Trinimac. They came for sacred words..Hidden Sanctuary.. But they made a mistake. They misunderstood the
opening blood ritual. - Archivist Murboga [src] Vosch Lake attacked Farung Stronghold and killed people in the name of Trinimac. Dying archabists claimed they sought a secret sanctuary and the sacred words of maracas hidden inside. Quick Walk [Edit] Editorial Source] Collecting Blood from Archivist: 0/4 Story to Azrad Find the Shrine
of Maracas Hint of the Hidden Sanctuary of Maracas Opening the Way to The Sanctuary Search for the Hidden Sanctuary of Maracas: Read the Faithful Way for Clues Clues tell the story of sacred words to Azrard Get Back The [Edit] editing source that provides a scroll walkthrough [edit source] reward [edit | edit source] the last word
journal of maracas [edit | editorial source] journal entry dying archivisist asked me to start with herself and collect blood from all the architects killed by Vosh Rakh. According to her, I will need blood to gain access to the sanctuary where the sacred word is preserved. Purpose: Collect blood from archivists: 0/4 Hooded Orc seemed to insist
on providing assistance at my job. I should talk to him and see what he wants. Purpose: Talking to Azrad I collected the blood of fallen archabists, and hooded orcs provided me with a book to help me find my way to the sanctuary where the sacred word is preserved. He said the road would begin at the shrine of Maracas in Farnkeep.
Purpose: Find the shrine of Maracas in the keep where I arrived at the shrine. According to the book, The shrine of Farung Keep hides the way to the sanctuary. Only the most precious fluid gift of life, given freely by the holy curator, reveals the way. I need to understand what this means. Purpose: It is likely to have activated some ancient
mechanisms, opening the way to a sanctuary that provides the blood of archabists. I need to find a passageway that leads to a hidden sanctuary. Purpose: Search for hints of the hidden sanctuary of Maracas: I read the faithful path for clues to be inside the sanctuary hidden under the base of Farung. We should come up with a way to
bring back the sacred words of maracas, as the dying archabists demanded. Purpose: After taking out a scroll containing the sacred word of Maracas, the holy word was regained and Azraat reappeared. I should talk to him. Purpose: When I spoke to Azrad Azraat, I asked him to deliver a scroll containing the sacred words of Maracas to a
man named Chroma. I need to find her in a house marked by maracas light in a residential area of Orsinium. Purpose: Scroll * Provide disclosure: Some of the links above mean, related links, fandom, at no extra charge to youIf you click and buy, you will earn a commission. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless
otherwise stated. UESPWiki – Your source of elder scrolling since 1995 This page has now been rewriting as part of the online quest project. All users can change the page. If you want to make changes related to your project, update this template accordingly and review the project guidelines. Vosch Lake attacked Farung Stronghold and
killed people in the name of Trinimac. Dying archabists claimed they sought a secret sanctuary and the sacred words of maracas hidden inside. Quick Walkthrough [Edit] Talking to Archivis Tom Luboga at the entrance to Farn Stronghold. Collect blood from archevists. Find the Shrine of Maracas in Keep. For clues on how to proceed,
read The Faithful Path. Find sanctuary. Bring a scroll to orsinium for storage. At the detailed walkthrough [edit] shrine, put the blood of the archivist in a serve bowl and make way. The door is the head of the altar maracas. The prayer room has a table with candles next to each door (on the left side of the door). Pass through the door next
to the only lit candle in each room. In the Hall of Faith, dive into the well. Quest Stage [Edit] Blood and Sacred Words finish quest journal entry The dying archvisist asked me to collect blood from all the archabists killed by Vosch Lake, starting with herself. According to her, I will need blood to gain access to the sanctuary where the sacred
word is preserved. Purpose: Collect blood from archivists: 0/4 Hooded Orc seemed to insist on providing assistance at my job. I should talk to him and see what he wants. Purpose: Talking to Azrad, I collected the blood of fallen archevists, and hooded oaks provided me with books to help me find my way to the sanctuary where sacred
words are preserved. He said the road would begin at the shrine of Maracas in Farnkeep. Purpose: Find the shrine of Maracas in the keep where I arrived at the shrine. According to the book, The shrine of Farung Keep hides the way to the sanctuary. Only the most precious fluid gift of life, given freely by the holy curator, reveals the way.
I need to understand what this means. Purpose: It is likely to have activated some ancient mechanisms, opening the way to a sanctuary that provides the blood of archabists. I need to find a passageway that leads to a hidden sanctuary. Purpose: Search for objective hints of the hidden sanctuary of Maracas: Read the faithful path for
objective hints of clues: I read the book again for clues that are inside the sanctuary hidden under the base of Farung. We should come up with a way to bring back the sacred words of maracas, as the dying archabists demanded. Purpose: To take out sacred wordsTaking out a scroll containing the sacred words of maracas, Azraat
reappeared. I should talk to him. Purpose: Speaking to Azrad, Quest-Azrad asked a person named Chroma to deliver a scroll containing the sacred words of Maracas. I need to find her in a house marked by maracas light in a residential area of Orsinium. Purpose: Scroll scrolling delivery
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